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Formerly in charge of Harry Winston

Rare Timepieces. Mr Maximilian Büsser was the

mastermind of the legendary Opus project. Alter

establishing his own business, he adopted the

brand name MB&F.standing for MaximilianBüsser

& Friends, for the creations. Following the debut

piece of last year, the latest masterpiece from MBF,

HorologicalMachine W2, is recently launched.



As visually stunning as its predecessor, this Horological Machine W2 shares the basic

layout 01 the No.1 piece, with two subdials on the long and slender case. The key person

behind this creation is Jean-Marc Wiederrecht, who just received a watchmaker 01 the year

award in the Grand Prix d'Horlogerie. A master in jumping hours and retrograde indications,

he worked closely with Mr Büsser, and together they were responsible lor a string 01

marvellous creations back in Harry Winston. The movement 01 Horological Machine W2,

designed by Mr Wiederrecht, leatures retrograde date and two-hemisphere moonphases on

the left subdial, and jumping hours and retrograde minute on the right. Composed 01 349

parts including 44 jewels and the signature 22K gold double Hakken rotor, the movement,

visible via the transparent case back, adopted an original design in which the jumping hours

is directly triggered by the retrograde minutes, with the power also coming from the latter.

Such mechanism helps guarantee the instantaneous and simultaneous lunctioning 01 the

two without affecting the amplitude of the balance and excessive use of energy.

The crafted 01 the piece, cralted Irom titanium and 18K pink or white gold, comprises

102 parts, more parts than make up many complete movements. Both versions are limited

to 125 examples, to be delivered in the next 3 years. Just a quick note belore 1 go: Alain's

order 01 the Horological Machine W1 has just arrived, and we will run an exclusive analysis

in the next issue. Stay tuned!
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As the new generation Patek Philippe perpetuai

calendar with central rotor sell-winding movement,

5159 presents a sophisticated taste through relined

details. The 38mm piece in 18K yellow or white gold

is 2mm larger than its predecessor 5059. The dial

took away two circular rings as seen on 5059 and

added the hand-engraved sunburst guilloche at the

centre, rendering a more lively character.
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